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Having positive role models and mentors can make an important difference in whether individuals 

develop optimally and reach their full potential. First, evaluate the role models and mentors who have 

played an important part in your life. Second, think about the type of role model you want to be for your 

students. Third, give some thought to how you will incorporate other models and mentors in your 

students' lives. Fourth, explore who your education mentor might be. 

My Models and Mentors 
List the most important role models and mentors in your life. Then describe what their positive modeling 

and mentoring have meant to your development. 

Role Models and Mentors Their Contributions 

Pre-school teacher She taught me to write legibly, read clearly & learn 

to spell by attacking the sounds of a particular word 

and to be creative like exposing us to arts. 

Grade 6 math teacher She helped me to keep on practicing so that I could 

easily handle problem solving exercises. 

Elementary piano teacher She taught me the correct hand position when 

playing the piano, the basic music concepts & 

chords that are useful for the liturgy of the Catholic 

Church. 

High school piano teacher She enhanced my note-reading skills & provided 

me a broader knowledge on Classical music.  She 

also taught me how to play the organ since it is the 

instrument that is only used in the Catholic Church. 

College piano professor She strictly imposed the good hand & sitting 

positions as well as encourage me to develop 

different music playing techniques.  Performance 

should not only my focus but be able to master the 

theoretical aspect and historical background of the 

different classical genres of various composers. 
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The Type of Role Model I Want to Be for My Students. 
Describe which characteristics and behaviors you believe are the most important for you to model for 

your students. 

 

1. Openness for new improvements of skills and abilities 

2. Good listening ear for advices & feedbacks 

3. Being expressive for ideas, beliefs and principles 

4. Having commitment and perseverance on practices 

5. Having enthusiasm and dedication on activities and performances 

 

How I Will Incorporate Models and Mentors in My Classroom? 
Describe a systematic plan for bringing models and mentors into your students' lives in one or more 

domain(s) you plan to teach, such as math, English, science, music, and so on. 

 

 The first plan that I should do is to get to know the interests & preferences of students. I do 

believe in this moment I could address their needs and determine the areas that should be improved.  

After identifying the concerns, I could incorporate motivations that students could greatly engage & 

organize necessary activities that they could gradually have progress in developing their skills .   

 

Who Will Be My Education Mentor? What Would My Ideal Education Mentor Be Like? 
Do you have someone in mind who might serve as an education mentor when you become a teacher? If 

so, describe the person. 

What would your ideal education mentor be like? 

 

 I was inspired by our family friend who was a music teacher for twenty years in a private 

institution.  During our conversation, I was very strike when she could provide simpler explanations on 

the different concepts of music along with various motivations & creative applications.  I prefer a mentor 

who provide  instructions in a clear & concise manner. 

 

 

 

 


